
                  

3等差數列一般項 

General formula for the nth term of an arithmetic sequence 

課本內容 p.16 

 

 

 

翻譯示例： 

     When walking from the first floor to the second floor of the Ziqiang building 

stairs, the height of each step from the ground is 14, 30, 46, 62, and 78,.... These 

numbers form a sequence. First, we observe the relationship between each term, the 

first term, and the common difference:  

30＝a2＝14＋1 × 16（the first term adds 1 common difference） 

46＝a3＝14＋2 × 16（the first term adds 2 common difference） 

62＝a4＝14＋3 × 16（the first term adds 3 common difference） 

78＝a5＝14＋4 × 16（the first term adds 4 common difference）      

Common difference d＝30－14＝46－30＝62－46＝78－62＝……＝16. 

 

【Thinking】 

How many steps are needed to go from the 1st step to the 12th step? 

11. 

 

 

 



                  

 

雙語使用開場範例： 

 開場白  

T: There is a stairway with several steps. We found that the height of each step 

from the ground is 14, 30, 46, 62, and 78. What can you observe between the 

steps and the height of each step? 

 引導觀察數列 

T: Let's think about the numbers 14, 30, 46, 62, and 78.  

Do you agree these numbers could form a particular sequence? 

 發現公差 

T: What is the difference between 14 and 30? 

S: 16. 

T: What is the difference between 30 and 46? 

S: It is also 16. 

 引導為等差數列 

T: What did we learn in the last class? 

S: Arithmetic sequence.  

T: What is the definition of an arithmetic sequence? 

S/T: In an arithmetic sequence, the terms increase or decrease by a constant value. 

This value is called the common difference, or d. The common difference can be a 

positive or a negative value.  

T: Yes. Is this sequence an arithmetic sequence? 

S: Yes.  

T: What is the common difference between this arithmetic sequence? 

S: 16. 

 小結 

T: Now we know that this is an arithmetic sequence. 

The first term is 14, and the common difference is 16. 

 如何利用第一項與公差找其他項 

T: If we observe the relationship between each term, the first term, and the 

common difference, what can we find? 

S/T: We can find that  

30＝a2＝14＋1 × 16（the first term adds 1 common difference） 

46＝a3＝14＋2 × 16（the first term adds 2 common difference） 

62＝a4＝14＋3 × 16（the first term adds 3 common difference） 

78＝a5＝14＋4 × 16（the first term adds 4 common difference） 

 

 



                  

 

 

 

 

翻譯示例： 

Let the first term be a1, and the common difference be d. The relationship 

between each term, the first term, and the common difference are as follows:  

a2＝a1＋1 × d（the first term adds 1 common difference） 

a3＝a1＋2 × d（the first term adds 2 common difference） 

a4＝a1＋3 × d（the first term adds 3 common difference） 

a5＝a1＋4 × d（the first term adds 4 common difference） 

              

an＝a1＋（n－1）× d（the first term adds n－1 common difference） 

 

【General formula for the nth term of an arithmetic sequence】 

If the first term of an arithmetic sequence is a1 and the common difference is d,  

the nth term is an＝a1＋（n－1）d, also called the general term of an arithmetic 

sequence. 

 

 

 

雙語使用參考範例： 

 如何利用第一項與公差找其他項 

T: If I want to find the 10th term (a10), could you use a formula that can 

quickly help me find the 10th term?  

S/T: Because a2＝a1＋1 × d（a2 is the first term added 1 common difference） 

a3＝a1＋2 × d（a3 is the first term added 2 common difference） 

              



                  

a10＝a1＋（10－1）× d（a10 is the first term added 10－1 common difference） 

So, for this stair, the height of the 10th step  

a10＝a1＋9 ×  d＝14＋9 × 16＝158 

 如何利用第一項與公差找第n項 

T: We can find any term of the sequence by adding the common difference, d, 

to the previous term. However, it will waste time. If I want to find the nth term 

(an), could you use a formula that can quickly help me find the 10th term? 

S: Sure. 

S/T: an＝a1＋（n－1）× d（an is the first term add n－1 common difference） 

 總結 

You can find the nth term of an arithmetic sequence using the formula:  

an＝a1＋（n－1）× d 

 常見錯誤 common error  

In the general rule for an arithmetic sequence,  

note that the common difference d is multiplied by n－1, not n. 

 【General formula for the nth term of an arithmetic sequence】 

If the first term of an arithmetic sequence is a1  

and the common difference is d,  

the nth term is an＝a1＋（n－1）d,  

which is also called the general term of an arithmetic sequence. 
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☆老師們可以自己從中選擇以做出適合自己學生程度的學習單或是在課堂中適

時補充這些英文。 
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